The clinical value of sperm nuclear DNA assessment.
Traditional semen analysis is essential for the diagnosis of male infertility. A number of studies over the past decade have reported that a significant contributing factor to male fertility that is not revealed as part of semen analysis is sperm DNA, specifically its composition and organization. Exogenous and endogenous factors can cause damage to sperm DNA. For example, topoisomerase II activity, which is necessary for sperm DNA packaging, can adversely influence the competence of sperm DNA if the activity of the enzyme is abnormal. Germ cell apoptosis can be induced by oxygen radicals produced from environmental (for example cigarette smoke) or testicular (for example localized ischaemia) sources. Several assays have been developed that are useful for assessing sperm DNA composition and organization. To date, each of these assays has revealed that when sperm DNA has been damaged or packaged improperly there is a concomitant and often significant decline in male fertility.